Hacking as a Lifestyle

Dracos Developer Team

Matias Prasodjo
This is for Education Purpose Only

Your Responsibility to Use any Info I give

You Believe people at a front of you is handsome
This presentation will introduce you how we live as penetration tester and how it help you to see a hole

Not all security hole need sophisticated technique
Many of it only need a patient and attention

Awareness and knowledge gap
#whoami

**Matias Prasodjo, OSCP, CEH**
Security Enthusiast since 1990

Dracos Developer Team

**OSCP**
Offensive Security Certified Professional

**C|EH**
Certified Ethical Hacker

---

[Dracos Linux](https://www.dracoslinux.org)

[OWASP](https://www.owasp.org)

[Offensive Security](https://www.offensive-security.com)

[Gauli (dot) Net](https://www.gaulidotnet.com)
#whoami

Why I Show You This?
#whoami

Why I Show You This?
What is a Hacker ????
Freebies
• High Tech Minded with Low Self Protection Knowledge
• Digital Live == Real Live
• The World Controlled by Binary
HI... I'M JASON

BUS STOP

HI... I'M JENNY. WANNA KNOW MORE? ... GO TO THE FACEBOOK.COM FOR MY DAILY SCHEDULE, A LIST OF MY PHOBIAS, A LIST OF MY MEDICATIONS, ANY AND ALL PEOPLE I'VE MET IN THE PAST 24 HOURS...
Let’s enjoy tonight, because tomorrow my bank app is going to remind me I’m spending too much on restaurants.
The cleaver manipulation of the natural human tendency to trust

“Because there is no patch for human stupidity”
The Case
The Case
The Case
The Case
Security is NOT a product but a PROCESS ..... 

Products provide some protection, but the only way to effectively do business in an insecure world is to put processes

Demo
#TheEnd
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